Fire drill stories - before drill and take home
Fire Drill
Today we will have a fire drill.
Drill means the fire is pretend. It is not real.
When it is time for the drill, I will hear the alarm.
The alarm is very loud.
When I hear the alarm, I might feel

okay

?  

scared

excited
My class will line up at the door.
We will try to walk carefully.
We will try to be quiet.
My class will walk outside.
My class will stand in a safe place outside.
When a teacher says “okay”, we will walk inside.
Time to work.
Fire drills help me learn to be safe.
Take home story
Fire Drill
Today we had a fire drill at school.
Drill means the fire is pretend. It is not real. We did not have a real fire.
I heard the alarm.
The alarm was very loud.
When I heard the alarm, I felt

okay

scared

excited
My class lined up at the door.
We tried to walk carefully.
We tried to be quiet.
My class walked outside.
My class stood in a safe place outside.
We waited.
The teacher said “okay”. We walked inside.
It was time to work.
Fire drills help me learn to be safe.